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Chapter 365
On the weekend, Miriam unexpectedly received a call from Mr. before he went out. After
listening to him slowly telling the reason, he still smiled heartily, “It’s okay, Mr., you go to
handle your work, and send a trustworthy person to the affairs here. Subordinates can
hand over to me.”

After a pause, after patiently listening to the question there, he said: “It’s nothing, but
there are some data issues I want to give you feedback. This matter was originally from
the Ministry of Information, but you are mine after all. important client…”

After hanging up the phone, the corners of his lips curled up, and he looked back in the
direction of the kitchen, “Mom, I’m going to the supermarket to buy some food, what do
you want to eat for lunch?”

Mother Lu couldn’t help being a little surprised when she heard this. Before she said
anything, she saw her aunt hurriedly come out, “Miss Lu, didn’t you say that you are
going to see customers later? Just leave it to me to buy vegetables.”

Miriam smiled faintly, putting on her shoes and preparing to go out. Before opening the
door, she turned her head and pointed to the shopping bag next to her, “It’s too late, you
show me that bag.”

After that, I took the shopping bag from the aunt who looked suspicious, and then
opened the door. About an hour later, I returned with a bag full of fresh vegetables, and
went back to the house to apply makeup before going out again.

It was ten o’clock in the morning when he arrived at the agreed Japanese food hall.
Miriam opened the padding-dyeing curtain and entered the door. The sight in front of
him dimmed suddenly. The waiter in the kimono stepped forward, and Miriam slightly
raised his hand, “Order The one who has been in the private room is Lu.”

The lady at the front desk heard the sound and checked on the computer, and finally
smiled and asked the waiter next to Miriam with a friendly smile: “Number four, take
Miss Lu there.”

The waiter stepped on the wooden clogs and his footsteps were broken. Miriam followed
her and turned into a long and narrow corridor. There were wooden checkered private
rooms on both sides. The air was filled with a faint scent of smoke. It was deliberately
dim, revealing a touch of laziness.

Finally, he stopped at the door of a private room. Miriam smiled and waited for the waiter
to leave before changing his shoes at the door.



His expression was idle and calm. After he stepped into the box, he pulled the door
behind him. When he raised his head, his eyes were gentle, in sharp contrast with the
woman sitting cross-legged opposite.

“I’m sorry, the traffic jam on the road made you wait for a long time.” Miriam smiled
lightly, sat down opposite her, looked down and saw a glass of clear water sitting at the
table, her smile deepened, “Miss Qi is hungry. The meal has been ordered and will be
delivered in a while.”

Qi Yun’s eyes trembled, his hands lying in front of him clenched into fists, and his face
turned pale for a while, and he almost uttered a few words, “Miriam, why are you?”

Miriam slightly opened the celadon tea cup in front of him, gave herself a cup of water,
took a casual sip, then slowly raised her eyes, “Ms. sent you to hand over work with me.
If you didn’t make preparations in advance, you were surprised. It should.”

At this time, Qi Yun had barely calmed down, at least maintaining his calmness on the
face, and sharing the same color with Miriam on the aura, slightly raised the corners of
ridiculous lips, “So you deliberately delayed the time and made me wait for nothing. One
morning?”

“Yes.” Miriam didn’t conceal it. Qi Yun was a little surprised by her calmness, and her
brows wrinkled slightly inaudibly.

The short-lived anger was quickly calmed down by her, and the sarcasm of Qi Yun’s
mouth deepened, with a strong emotion of disdain, “Miss Lu, I don’t mind waiting for a
while. After all, this is my job, but you use this Naive and despicable means of revenge,
is it too pediatric?”

At this point, her expression seems to be much easier, and her face has returned to her
former cold and arrogant, “At your level, I am afraid I don’t need to do anything. Sooner
or later, you will be bored and abandoned by Bryan. It seems like a waste of money. It
took my thoughts.”

“Childish and inferior? Pediatrics?” Miriam couldn’t help but smile. She stretched her
hands against the square table in front of the mahogany, and moved forward slightly,
deliberately forcing Qi Yun’s gaze.”Ms. Qi is dedicated to her work. How long have you
been to Family? It’s almost three months, right?”

Miriam’s cold eyes conveyed strands of chill, and her pupils trembled, observing every
expression on Qi Yun’s face very carefully, as if she was afraid of missing something.

Qi Yun’s body retreated subconsciously, his eyes became very alert, “Miriam, have you
been following me?”

The woman sneered when she heard the sound, and she backed back and sat up
straight again. When she was about to speak, the door behind her was pulled open. The
waiter opened the curtain to come in and set the dishes one by one.



Miriam took advantage of this gap to deliberately suppressed her mood, seeing the
anger in Qi Yun’s eyes gradually turned into a few insignificant worries, she said: “I don’t
have the spare time to follow you, but you probably don’t know, I The friendship with
President is pretty good.”

After she finished speaking, she reached out and placed the dinner plate in front of her
in a satisfactory position, then raised the wine cup next to her and shook it, “Their sake
is authentic. Would you like to have some?”

Seeing Miriam waiting for her to respond, Qi Yun took the wine cup and poured a glass
full of sake in front of her. The faint aroma of the wine permeated. She unconsciously
stared at the slowly splashing water in the wine glass, “Miriam, I don’t care about your
affairs anymore.”

The sound of pouring the wine slowly stopped, Miriam said in a deep voice, watching the
wine glass in front of him being filled, then put down the wine cup, did not raise his head
when he heard the words, but his smile deepened.

“You don’t care about my affairs because your purpose has been achieved, but my care
for you has just begun. Miss Qi has to wait patiently and slowly.”

The threats and reminders in the words were already strong, Qi Yun’s pupils shrank
suddenly, and he raised his head to look at Miriam, who was always idle, “What do you
mean?”

“It’s not interesting.” She smiled lightly, raised her glass and sniffed, and then slowly
pursed her lips after showing a satisfied expression.”I heard that your mother is sick.
The operation fee is a lot of money, right?”

Hearing this, Qi Yun suddenly slapped the table, and then stood up, “Miriam, you really
investigated me!”

Miriam deliberately said something, without making the topic clear, and watched Qi Yun
dissolve all the forbearing emotions amid constant suspicion and worry.

She didn’t deny anything, and didn’t take the stubbornly. She just took back the topic
with restraint, “I almost forgot, we are here to talk about business today. If Miss Qi finds
it difficult to talk with me, then it’s better to get the business done first.”

Qi Yun heard that, no matter how unwilling, she could only endure the unhappiness and
sit down. Today’s job is very important to her, and she cannot easily lose it.

“Miss Lu, let’s talk.” She slightly adjusted the curly hair scattered on her back and barely
calmed her emotions.”Mr. said that some data problems need to be handed over.
Please tell me the corresponding information, and I will convey it on your behalf.”



Miriam heard the sound and opened the bag behind him, and handed a sealed
document to Qi Yun’s hands. The light in her eyes became a little meaningful, “Miss Qi,
let’s finish reading it first.”

These words made Qi Yun’s outstretched hand tremble slightly. After receiving the
information, he opened it in a hurry. After turning over two pages, his face sank
completely, and his body leaned weakly on the cushion behind him, scattered
information scattered. At your feet.

Miriam pretended not to know, “What’s wrong with Miss Qi?”

Qi Yun reacted, picked up the documents one by one, put them together again and took
them back into the file bag, “I will report this matter to Mr..”

Miriam narrowed her eyes, nodded slightly, and then frowned slightly, “This matter is not
trivial, and I will call him personally to inform him. By the way, I would like to ask if he is
satisfied with the new assistant I recommended.”

“What are you talking about?” Qi Yun’s tone rose a little bit unconsciously.

Chapter 366
“Didn’t Mr. tell you that he hired you because of a friend’s recommendation?” Miriam
took another sip from the wine glass, and saw Qi Yun’s body swaying, as if he wanted to
understand a little bit, he continued Question: “Didn’t you ask him, who is this friend? A
person with academic fraud history, who wants to find a high-paying job, is afraid it will
be very difficult?”

Qi Yun suddenly recalled what Mr. said when he sent her over this morning. What he
said was a good deal between acquaintances. She originally thought that his intention
was for her to have a good relationship with the partner. Facilitating communication,
now it seems that I have misunderstood some of the meanings.

His eyes lifted up suddenly, gritted his teeth firmly, “It’s you.”

Miriam was noncommittal, as the wine glass touched the tabletop and made a heavy
sound, which made her body shiver like a knock on Qi Yun’s heart.

“Your mother is sick, and you have been kicked out of the Qi family, and your reputation
is not very good. If you don’t have a job that pays well, how can you maintain your life
with your mother? And until now, you still barely stay in the upper class. The illusion of
prosperity in the circle?”

Miriam’s tone was gentle and soft, but with some unignorable cold air, as if she had
crushed all her forbearance over the past year and blended it into every sentence. After
she finished speaking, her lips The upward arc of the horns deepens, and the
expression in his eyes is also approaching a few minutes.”However, it seems that there



is a saying nowadays called’the heart is not enough to swallow the elephant’, which is
especially suitable for Miss Qi.”

“Lu, Miriam.” Qi Yun was completely aware of it at this moment. Miriam’s calculations
may have penetrated into her life very early, and she was even hiding in a dark and
obscure corner, waiting for her. Step by step to the trap that has already been set.

She gritted her teeth, bitterly, “You count me.”

“You are right.” Miriam said with a deep sigh, “but it is your fault. Mr.’s personal
computer has been hacked many times. The exact time and frequency can be traced in
our Yingxin system. As long as I take this The relevant evidence was handed over to
him, do you think you can still escape?”

His eyes closed, with a deep murderous aura, “What are the conditions Xun Yang gave
you this time to make you willing to take risks like this?”

Qi Yun’s eyes were filled with monstrous anger. At this time, the humiliation of being
teased completely engulfed her. The moment Miriam’s body approached slightly, she
suddenly raised her arm, almost using all her strength to slap her down.

However, Miriam, who reacted in time, slapped away and shook her body slightly.
Miriam subconsciously grabbed her arm and pulled the person back in front of her with a
crisp “pop” in the next second. The slap fell fiercely.

A scorching pain spread across his face, Qi Yun was beaten so that his vision became
blurred, and he slapped him severely before he could resist.

Miriam no longer concealed the emotions that had been suppressed for a long time in
her heart. At this time, a scarlet aura filled her eyes, and she could almost feel the
bloody breath spreading into her nose while biting her lips and teeth.

She pulled the neckline of the other party’s shirt, pulled the person in front of her, and
looked at it bitterly, “Do you know why? You have touched my bottom line, dare to move
my family and children, I will let you live at all costs There is no chance of turning over.”

Qi Yun was beaten with a nosebleed, the makeup on his face was also spent, tears
rolled from the hot eyes, but still smiled bravely: “Miriam, are you just this capable?”

Miriam’s eyes stopped slightly when she heard that, and she put the person down with a
bit of disgust, “Of course not, how much I have, I believe the final answer will satisfy
you.”

He got up, cleaned up his clothes, and returned to the cold and indifferent aura of the
past, “President originally wanted you to be their daughter-in-law of the family, so it’s
pretty good to you. You could have lived a life like this. As long as they do their jobs,
their family will not treat you badly.”



“I’m pooh!” Qi Yun exhaled disdainfully, “Miriam, you Shaoge answer me.”

Miriam narrowed her eyes and smiled faintly. She also understood that Qi Yun lived very
proudly under the aura of Qi family. Her eyes were above the top, and there were few
people who thought they could match her.

She turned the topic slightly, “President is an upright person, and he hates someone like
you who eats inside and outside the most in his life. Now even if you catch up, he won’t
look at you more, reminding you to prepare for jail.”

After that, he raised his foot and walked to the door of the private room. After changing
his shoes, he glanced at the time. The smile in his eyes became more intense, and he
slightly raised his chin toward the woman who was digging out the powder from the bag.

“By the way, I also heard that old lady Qi went to the hospital to see your mother some
time ago? After all, you have been a daughter-in-law of the Qi family for decades. It is
possible for the old lady to relentlessly want to take you back. I cried in front of me. The
old lady and President are old friends again, and I can hide this matter.”

When she spoke, she smiled gently, as if she was sincerely offering advice, and she
explained Qi Yun’s intentions without a trace.

Seeing that she was touching up her makeup, she paused slightly, and she could see
her eyes sinking obviously through the mirror on the compact box.

With a “pop”, the compact box in his hand was closed, Qi Yun’s eyes were dark, “Miriam,
what do you mean?”

“If the old lady knew everything about your mother’s past, would she not feel soft?”
Miriam raised her eyebrows slightly, and slowly closed the door, only a voice that was
neither light nor heavy came into the private room. In the woman’s ear, “search it
yourself, the news should have come out.”

At noon that day, the daughter-in-law of the Qi family killed her husband’s original wife
and concealed son when she was young. The news that she succeeded in taking the
post as a third party spread quickly.

Miriam started the engine after getting in the car. At this time, she received a call from
Song Bo, “Deputy Director, the vice president of Hetai Daily said that he had the
opportunity to treat you to a meal and talk about the cooperation case of Shengmei.
Interview question.”

Miriam’s lips curled up, and after switching the Bluetooth, the car slowly drove towards
the street, “How did you answer for me?”

“I, I said that I need to discuss this matter with you, but even if you invite him to dinner,
you will invite him. After all, he has inherited the kindness of Hetai…”



When Song Bo said this, Miriam nodded slightly, “Well, there is progress, and the
meaning is almost right.”

Then hung up the phone and drove back home all the way.

After taking two bites of lunch, he went into the bedroom, and his body was immediately
attacked by the tiredness and sleepiness that lingered all over his body. What happened
in the Japanese food shop not long ago was still vivid in my eyes, with a few unreal
perceptions.

She lay on her back on the bed, staring at the ceiling blankly for a while, the redness in
the palm of her right hand had not completely subsided, and there was a faint burning
sensation.

I don’t know how long it took, so she fell asleep in a daze. Later, Mother Lu pushed the
door in. Although there was not much movement, she still woke her up.

Miriam opened her eyes and realized she was sweating all over. She was not sleeping
peacefully with this sleep.

Mother Lu sat at the end of the bed, staring at Miriam lonely at the head of the bed in the
dim vision.

“Mom, what’s the matter?” Miriam noticed something, propped up her arms to support
her weak body, sat up, and turned on the wall lamp beside the bed.

Looking a little clear, Mother Lu wiped the corners of her eyes, got up and went out
again, “It’s okay, Mom just came in and told you to have dinner, eat, and then go to bed
after eating.”

Miriam gave a faint “um”, lifted the quilt and got out of bed. After dinner, he habitually
checked the news, and saw that “reporters flocked to follow the’Qijia scandal’. The
eldest daughter Qi Yun was forced to fall from the hospital accidentally and died.”The
news, a greasy sweat burst into the palm of his hand.

Slowly close the phone, and when he raises his eyes, there is no abnormal emotion on
his face.
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